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In conjunction with the TubeOhm BRUNO, TubeOhm BRUNO II adds this feature rich synthesizer to your studio! Features: *
SYNC MODE * LAYER MODE * SYNTHESIS MODE * SEQUENCER * PITCH LOCK * DELAY * HIGH-PASS FILTER
* VOICE POLY * DUPLICATION * HARDCLIP * HARDCLIP (NOT INCLUDED) * VIBRATO * CLIPPING * SINUS *
SINUS+ * DISTORTION * REVERB * BLOCK * MODULATION * HPF * LPF * EQ * DELAY * SEQUENCER *
MIRROR * LAYER * GAIN * SOURCE * DESTINATION * DETUNE * LFO * VECTOR * CONTROL TubeOhm BRUNO
is a VST synthesizer plugin that replicates strings and deep basses, enabling you to fine tune the sound using a large variety of
parameters. It features unison and layer modes, LFOs, voice poly, chorus and delay effects, as well as hard clipping and soft
distortion. TubeOhm BRUNO Description: In conjunction with the TubeOhm BRUNO, TubeOhm BRUNO II adds this feature
rich synthesizer to your studio! Features: * LAYER MODE * SYNTHESIS MODE * PITCH LOCK * DELAY * HIGH-PASS
FILTER * VOICE POLY * HARDCLIP * HARDCLIP (NOT INCLUDED) * VIBRATO * CLIPPING * SINUS *
DISTORTION * REVERB * BLOCK * MODULATION * HPF * LPF * EQ * DELAY * SEQUENCER * MIRROR *
LAYER * GAIN * SOURCE * DESTINATION * DETUNE * LFO * VECTOR * CONTROL TubeOhm BRUNO is a
VST synthesizer plugin that replicates strings and deep basses, enabling you to fine tune the sound using

TubeOhm BRUNO II Torrent
The synth is in three modes: Unison, which allows the user to stack voices to get complex sounds with no groupings. Poly Voice,
which enables multiple voices to be defined, similar to subtractive synthesis. Full Voice, which allows the user to use a single
poly-voice for all the voices of the plugin. Three LFOs that can be synchronized, and each has 4 waveforms, plus velocity and
envelope control, as well as two output levels. There are two oscillators: A standard sine wave and a triangle wave. The sine
wave can be distorted via hard clipping, and a very wide variety of other effects can be applied via modulation of the output, eg
the LFO. Clipping can be either soft, or hard. A large number of notes, up to 3112, can be played at once, in unison. Delay,
chorus, reverb, and a stereo echo effect can be applied. There are two unison modes: One is a standard unison mode that is nonretriggable, but can be stopped and started, and the other is a retriggerable unison mode that provides real-time responses to a
key-press, a voice-change or the triggering of the Poly Voice modes. The string can be tuned via two parameters: A scale, which
sets the pitch, and a tension, which adds harmonics and allows for deeper notes. Tuneable unison and layer modes can be
applied to the strings to allow for complex sounds and timbres. A feature called Loop is also provided. It allows a note to repeat
an arbitrary number of times. Bass-synth plugin. Requires a Synth Engine, a CPU in the order of 100MHz and 1MB RAM. For
operation on low-power computers, use a different host software. Designed for virtuosos, singers, and oratorios, Piano Ballads
include 200 piano arrangements of the most popular classical compositions. Includes both piano and orchestra scores, as well as
the ability to add other instruments, such as, guitars, bass, and drums. The combination of Acid Pro's powerful features,
intuitive interface, and extensive features provides you with the power to enhance your music, create and mix professional
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sounding audio in any situation. This new edition of E-mu Systems classic Acid Pro includes significant enhancements over the
previous version. This version also includes a whole new release of E-mu Systems new 77a5ca646e
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You can control your BRUNO II’s tone using modulation, LFOs, presets, parameters or a huge variety of effect parameters.
Using the modulation LFO you can modulate the sound between any of the presets, set the level and pulse width of a basic sine
or square wave and choose between analog and digital output. TubeOhm BRUNO II includes two unison and a layer modes, plus
a huge variety of LFOs that can be modulated via the LFO and the modulation. The preset modes give you a great deal of power
over the tone of your BRUNO II. There are preset modes for straight tones, a tube drive mode, distortion, chorus and
chorus/delay modes. The BRUNO II includes its own automation system, which you can use to set its filter, resonance and voice
parameters. On the BRUNO II’s host, the BRUNO II can also be sent to any MIDI program on the bus. You can automate
parameters in presets or via midi, save them to preset banks and load them at will. TubeOhm BRUNO II Keys: Filter Resonance
Depth Resonance Panning Voice Gain Voice Gain Panning Delay Chorus Mode Delay Chorus Mode Panning Chorus Delay
Delay Panning Chorus Rate LFO Rate LFO Panning Chorus Depth LFO Depth LFO Panning Chorus Pitch LFO Pitch LFO
Panning Delay Pitch LFO Pitch LFO Panning Delay Delay LFO Delay LFO Panning Delay Panning LFO Panning Delay Gain
LFO Gain LFO Panning Delay Panning LFO Panning Delay Panning LFO Panning Delay Gain LFO Gain LFO Panning Delay
Panning LFO Panning Delay Panning LFO Panning Delay Gain LFO Gain LFO Panning Delay Panning LFO Panning Delay
Gain LFO Gain LFO Panning Delay Panning LFO Panning Delay Panning LFO Panning Delay Gain LFO Gain LFO Panning
Delay Panning LFO Panning Delay Gain LFO Gain LFO Panning Delay Panning LFO Panning Delay Gain LFO Gain LFO
Panning Delay Panning LFO Panning Delay Gain LFO Gain

What's New In TubeOhm BRUNO II?
TubeOhm BRUNO II is a VST 'Plug-in' synthesis and DSP instrument. It's a digital emulation of a very well-built pedal series
called the BRUNO, developed by Jimi Labs, their home-brewed e-mailing list. This plugin features not only an extremely rich
and flexible arpeggiator, but also tons of other effects such as delay, flange, fuzz, chorus, ring modulation, reverb, etc. BRUNO
II features multi-mode unison and polyphony, variable layer modes, LFOs, and a very flexible buss/channel mixer for each
polyphony. This plugin was built to challenge any synth programmer out there. The plugin's interface is based on the already
present UI of the generic TubeOhm virtual synth, making it very easy to get started. Some of the most important features of
TubeOhm BRUNO II are the following:* Unison Mode: All the oscillators can be played in unison. The odd number of voices
will operate in unison mode while the even number of voices will operate in polyphony. The unison setting can be smoothly
moved from unison to polyphony with LFO modulation. * Layer: This feature is inspired by the classic analogue synths that
have layer control.* Polyphony: This plugin features two different modes: single polyphony and double polyphony. As the
name suggests, single polyphony allows you to have only one oscillator in play, while double polyphony allows you to play two
oscillators at the same time. These modes can be easily switched using the LFO and all the other parameters. * PolyBass: This
mode adds to the unison mode the same panning of the basses that you can do with the classic analogue synths (decay, highpass
and lowpass filters, tremolo, LFO). This enables you to get very deep and rich basses with just the right amount of punch.*
LayerBass: This mode adds the same panning of the basses that you can do with the classic analogue synths (decay, highpass and
lowpass filters, tremolo, LFO).
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System Requirements:
Supported OS: Windows Vista Windows XP Windows 2000 CPU: 1.6 GHz Pentium, 2.4 GHz Core 2 Duo or later RAM: 512
MB HDD: 100 MB Dongle: Dongle compatible with CE, US, JP, KR, and TW Dongle (for the US version) Latest Dongle (for
the US version) Currently we have two dongle for the US version: US Dongle (For CE version)
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